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“Working on a real project with professionals increased my confidence exponentially. It’s been an amazing
experience; opening my eyes to the importance and interplay between field research and innovation.”

- Hayley Bryden, General Psychology,  B.A.

As a nation, we rank fourth in innovation and forty-one in sustainable competitiveness.1  If innovation was an Olympic sport, we wouldn’t 
even medal.  We must cultivate an innovative and resilient workforce to ensure our competitiveness and propel sustainable prosperity. 

Together, we will empower every student to become a confident innovator who cares, 
ready to compete and thrive in the innovation economy.

U.S. Green Building Council - Illinois and Light Think University have created a new educational program, The Legacy of Innovation 
Project (LP).  This exciting project offers answers to: 

 �    college students seeking real-world experience; 
 �    employers who seek college graduates with innovation capabilities, sustainability know-how, and project experience;
 �    the challenges posed by the Council on Competitiveness, National Science Board, and National Academy of Engineering to  

    provide out-of-classroom, cross-disciplinary, collaborative programs that empower students to innovate sustainably for  
    real people on real projects.2 

The Legacy of Innovation Project is a service opportunity. It’s a partnership with leading educational institutions, community 
organizations, and the private sector.  And, a place where learning and practice intersect - where students of any age or major, industry 
innovators, employers, project clients, and community leaders converge to create a legacy of innovation. 

In collaboration with our partners, we prepare students for the work of the innovation economy by providing students with exciting 
hands-on opportunities to learn how to innovate through work, alongside professionals on a multi-semester project that includes 
planning and implementing a “green” renovation project. “Zombie-like, carbon hog” spaces are the places for creating new innovators 
and positive community impact.



Almost two-thirds of corporate leaders and recruiters rate creativity and innovation capabilities of students as critical measures of the 
effectiveness of higher education.  These leaders say students with both an innovative mindset and a robust skillset are the most desired 
yet hardest to find.  In fact: recruiters say that only 43% of new hires recruited from colleges have these skills, and 71% of employers 
surveyed say their greatest single challenge is recruiting students with sufficient practical experience.3

The Legacy of Innovation Project provides an out-of-classroom venue for any young adult to learn how to innovate sustainably as part 
of an interdisciplinary team of professionals, professors, peers, and community members.  It’s innovating in real-time on a real renovation 
project for real people – no longer just theory.  The project timeline and budget serves as a catalyst for students to learn in the moment 
from team members who care about them, their goals, and the project. 

LP facilitators guide the team and coach students throughout each phase of field research, design thinking, sustainable renovation, and 
validation research.  The resulting renovation will become a lasting civic legacy,  and a model of sustainable innovation - demonstrating 
best-in-class research and design methods, experience and space strategies, sustainable materials, and advanced technologies. 
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Students with an internship or project-based learning experience are 94% more likely to be hired.4

Contact: 
Katie Kaluzny
kkaluzny@usgbc-illinois.org
312.245.8300 ext. 203

“This experience was a lodestar for me; the first time I felt my work mattered.”    
- Aaron Danforth, Interior Design, B.A.

Sharing in the responsibility for realizing positive results, each student is team-taught and empowered to:

• develop their innovation and sustainability skillsets;
• build self-efficacy through practice, reflection, and feedback; 
• consider and honor the needs, hopes, aspirations, fears, and goals of people;
• collaborate with an interdisciplinary team to innovate sustainably; 
• transform a “zombie-like, carbon hog” space into one that is sustainably innovative; 
• network with peers, professionals, professors, and community leaders; 
• gain project experience and an innovation project portfolio; and
• become a living legacy - a confident innovator who cares, ready to compete and thrive! 


